Hockey Sextet Loses 9 to 2

Lack Of Reserves Cause Of Defeat To Northeastern

Still handicapped by a lack of reserves, the returning and grey header seated third in a regional contest of the Dartmouth University hockey team, by a 9 to 2 score last Tuesday evening. The Beavers battled long and hard, but the conditions were too much for them.

The play in the first period was even, with the underdog winning heading into it. Northeastern managed to close the gap after a long delay with the game. The score was still close at the end of the first period, 1-1.

In the second period, the Beavers fell behind, losing 2-0 at the substitution list always verifies the present score. The Tech played a better defensive game in the middle section of the game, containing the Huskies rang up three goals during this time. Northeastern managed to tally twice, but was by no means in control of the game.

Defensive efforts did not prevent the Huskies from scoring, and the game ended with the score 3-2 in favor of Northeastern.

The game was a challenging one for the Beavers, who were able to put up a fight against a superior opponent. The coaching staff and players can take pride in the effort put in, although the final result was not in their favor.